
WORKSHOP DAY | JUNE 11, 2019

APPLYING ISO 26262 FOR SEMICONDUCTORS
ISO 26262 is the common standard for functional safety for E/E Systems within automotive. When 
it comes to the very beginning of the value chain, the standard is vague. This workshop serves as 
deep dive session on how to read and interpret ISO 26262 and notably its part 11 in the context of 
the semiconductor industry. In this workshop you will be able to:

• Understand what are the challenges with applying ISO 26262 for semiconductors
• The great achievements made with ISO 26262 Part 11
• Achieving a high level of functional safety (FUSA) at the beginning of the value chain

Note: the level of this workshop is intermediate/ advanced

Riccardo Vincelli, Director of the Functional Safety, Competence Center, 
Renesas Electronics Europe GmbH

11:00am 
- 

1:30pm

A

2nd International Conference Application of

HOW TO PERFORM A FMEDA ON A SEMICONDUCTOR
This workshop focus on specific mixed-signal IC implementation and using those examples. The 
target audience are engineers who are already familiar with a general FMEDA flow, and would like 
to focus more on the circuit analysis based on circuit implementation and target application. In this 
workshop you will be able to:

• Mixed-signal IC implementation 
• Circuit analysis based on circuit implementation 
• Target application

Note: the level of this workshop is intermediate/ advanced

Invited: 
Samir Camdzik, Systems Engineer, Automotive & Safety Power Product, Texas Instruments 
Toru Tanaka, Automotive Technologist, Texas Instruments

2:30pm 
- 

5:00pm

C

2nd International Conference Application of

HOW TO CLASSIFY AND QUALIFY A DESIGN TOOLS IN 
A SAFETY RELATED ENVIRONMENT
This workshop serves as a session on how to understand the classification of design tools with res-
pect to a required confidence level and its required step in the safety process. This classification may 
lead to the necessity of qualify those tools whose failure may have significant, and difficult to detect, 
impacts on safety. This process is often addressed late and teams are often faced with unexpected 
tasks and costs. We go through the implications of the standard requirements on tools and how to 
manage them upfront, in order to have a safety ready design environment.

Mauro Pipponzi, Functional Safety Automation Manager, Intel Corporation
Kevin Conz, Program Manager, Intel

10:30am  Welcome coffee and registration for workshop A, B

1:30pm  Networking luncheon and registration for workshop C,D,E,F

5:00pm  Refreshment break and networking

ISO26262 AND SOTIF: HOW TO PERFORM BOTH WORKS 
WITHIN THE SAME PROJECT FLOW
ISO26262 as much of a systems approach as is SOTIF, except it addresses scenarios that are trigge-
red by random hardware faults or hardware/system design faults where 21488 focuses on scenarios 
related to limitations in system functional concept, to state it at a very high level.  That perspective 
still requires both ISO 26262 and ISO 21488 to be complied with and workflows to be followed that 
make sure information from one task is delivered to the person responsible for the next task. The 
Workshop will highlight how it is necessary to use  SOTIF and 26262 in the same project to lead a 
design team to develop the product based on analyses  directed by different existing standards.

Kenneth Freeman, Principal Functional Safety, Consultant, (formerly) HELLA, Systems and Safety LLC

11:00am 
- 

1:30pm

B

(CYBER-)SECURITY FOR FuSa EXPERTS: MITIGATING 
SECURITY RISKS IN SAFETY PROCEDURES IN THE PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT CYCLE
With the push for electrification and more and more features that connect in one way or another to 
external devices and networks, (cyber)security becomes more and more relevant for Safety Experts 
as well. This workshop will enable FuSa experts to learn from threat assessments and other security 
centered practices.

Joseph Kristofik, Director Functional  Safety and Cyber Security, Veoneer

2:30pm 
- 

5:00pm

D

PRODUCT SAFETY IS THE GOAL! COST-OPTIMISATION WHEN 
COMPLYING WITH MULTIPLE SAFETY GUIDELINES AND 
STANDARDS
This workshop will teach FuSa professionals how to optimise their  product development cycles 
when using agile methodology to align different processes that address different safety 
standards. There is a lot of synergistic potential which could save millions.

Karen Zimmerman, Functional Safety Manager for Standalone Controllers, Delphi Technologies

5:15pm 
- 

7:45pm

F

8:00pm  Informal evening get-together

5:15pm 
- 

7:45pm

E

2nd International Conference Application of
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CONFERENCE DAY ONE | JUNE 12, 2019
8:30am  Registration and welcome tea or coffee

9:00am  Opening Remarks by Chairperson, 
Rami Debouk, Technical Fellow, General Motors Research 

ISO 26262:2018: NEW REQUIREMENTS AND NEW OPPORTUNITIES
09:10am  Panel Discussion | 2nd edition is done. What’s next?

• An overview discussion of the biggest changes
• Fine-tuning ISO 26262 processes within existing Frameworks, especially for commercial 

vehicles above 3tn. and motorcycles
• Where are areas of uncertainty left? Will autonomous driving be taken over by SOTIF 

completely or is there room for ISO 26262?
Gary English, Director, Functional Safety/Product Cybersecurity/Reliability, Bendix
Nihalahmed Shaikh, Technical Manager – Functional Safety Pracitces, Tech Mahindra
Awad A Syed, Manager Battery Systems, FCA

9:50am Match and Win | Identify your group while at the same time getting to know many of your peers 
in a short amount of time.

10:30am  Refreshment break and networking

11:00am  Case Study | Autonomous Vehicle Fail-Functional Architectures
• Ford’s Fail-Functional Architecture
• What are comparable developments in the industry?
• Benefits of joining forces and standardizing
John Joyce, Technical Leader, Ford

 11:40am Interview on Stage | Safety First - How to implement a new safety perspective in all processes
• The House of Safety
• integrating different safety aspects into one cohesive workflow
• holistic safety approach
Florian Reichle, Functional Safety & Security Manager, HELLA
Dr. Simone Hamerla, Safety Assessor, HELLA

12:20pm  Networking Luncheon

PRACTICAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT GUIDE
1:50pm  Which parts of AUTOSAR are relevant to ISO26262

• High level functionality features meant to comply
• Applying AUTOSAR C++ . V14
• Practical examples

2:30pm  Interactive Discussion Groups | Find the topic of your choice and have an engaging 
solution-oriented discussion with your peers. After 30min you can choose another topic

Table 1 | ASIL decomposition – when is it useful and when not?
Table 2 | Model based Development environment
Table 3 | tool qualification issues
Led by:
Gary English, Director, Functional Safety/Product Cybersecurity/Reliability, Bendix
Graham Sloan, Autonomous Vehicle System Safety Engineer, GM

3:50pm  Refreshment break and networking

4:20pm  Town Hall Session with working group members of the 
international ISO 26262 working group ISO/TC 022/SC 32/WG 08 „Functional safety“)

Meet ISO 26262 working group Committee Members and get the opportunity to clarify doubts in 
this open session. Participants will be asked to choose two from the six tables available, each 
one moderated by an expert who specializes on a specific section of ISO 26262. 
There are 25 minutes allotted for each table discussion participants choose. 

Session I   4:20 pm – 4:45 pm  
Break for Switching  4:45 pm – 4:50 pm  
Session II   4:50 pm – 5:15 pm  
End of open session  5:15 pm

How it works: Automotive IQ will send all participants a questionnaire three weeks before the 
conference starts to ask them which paragraphs of the ISO26262:2018 standard they would like 
to see addressed. After receiving the information, they will be sent to the working group 
members of the international ISO 26262 working group (ISO/TC 022/SC 32/WG 08 „Functional 
safety“) to decide which sections to cover in those 25-minute slots

Led by:
Chanthachith Souvanthong, Corporate Functional, Safety Manager, ON Semiconductor
Riccardo Vincelli, Director of the Functional Safety, Competence Center, Renesas Electronics Europe
Rahul Gulati, Principal Engineer, Qualcomm
Lisa Clark, Functional Safety Manager, Veoneer
Rami Debouk, Technical Fellow, GM

5:20pm  Closing remarks by chairmen

Rami Debouk, Technical Fellow, General Motors Research

Riccardo Vincelli, Director of the Functional Safety, Competence Center, 
Renesas Electronics Europe

6:30pm Evening Get-Together | Join our evening Get-Together and take this opportunity to network and 
 make new business contacts. Or just to relax and round off your first conference day.

Co-located with
2nd International Conference Application of

2nd International Conference Application of2nd International Conference Application of
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8:30am  Registration and welcome tea or coffee

9:00am Opening Remarks by Chairperson, 
Rami Debouk, Technical Fellow, General Motors Research 

PRACTICAL PRODUCTION AND SERVICE GUIDE
9:10am  Heavy Truck and Buses electrical safety assessments 

• High voltage safety goals
• Drawing system boundaries and analysis of EV systems
• Practical Commercial Vehicles Use Case
Sayeem Khan, Mechatronics Engineer, Daimler Trucks Asia

9:50am Reprogrammable ECUs and OTA
• System level security threats
• Item-level exposure
• Cost-effective threat assessment procedures

10:30am Refreshment break and networking

11:00am Standardizing Safety Mechanisms for ADAS
• Performance requirements
• Challenging system architectures
• Front-loaded production planning
Invited: 
Ravi Gollapudi, ADAS Requirements Engineer, Bordrin Motor Corp

 11:40am Panel Discussion | How much of a software engineer do future functional safety experts 
have to be?
• Electrified elements need data expertise, SW skills as well as HW skills
• Even critical safety functions are more and more affected by ECUs communicating 

with one another
• Recent autonomous driving incidents highlight the importance of understanding how and 

when what system overrides another
Joseph Kristofik, Director Functional  Safety and Cyber Security, Veoneer
Robert Gruszczynski, OBD Communication Expert, Volkswagen Group of America
Graham Sloan, Autonomous Vehicle System Safety Engineer, GM

12:20pm  Networking Luncheon

FROM A TO SIL – SAFETY LEVELS UNDER REVIEW
1:50pm Clearing up ASIL uncertainty

• Clarifying what procedures will most likely achieve what safety levels
• Testing use cases
• Different methodologies to get the same ASIL level
Madhusudan Lingarajappa, Deputy Manager, Mahindra Electric

2:30pm Interactive Discussion Groups | Find the topic of your choice and have an engaging 
solution-oriented discussion with your peers. After 30min you can choose another topic

Table 1 | BCM - Supporting Gateway functionality, including End-to-end Protection
Table 2 | Probabilistic ML approach to autonomous driving classification systems and their 
safety issues
Table 3 | Open scenario simulation testing – how much is enough?

3:10pm  Refreshment break and networking

3:40pm  Work the workflow – Functional Safety for Autonomous Driving
• Workflow adjustments for achieving L4 compared to L2
• Tailorable safety processes for autonomous driving systems
• Fail-operational vs. fail-safety procedures
Daniel Liu, Autonomous System Safety, Baidu USA

4:20pm  Integrating confirmation reviews into verification reviews in ISO 26262
• Defining the scope of confirmation reviews
• Verification reviews for safety cases
• Integrating the two processes into a smooth workflow
Nitheesh Sasikumar, Functional Safety Engineer, Denso

5:00pm Closing remarks by chairperson

CONFERENCE DAY TWO | JUNE 13, 2019
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SOTIF FOCUS DAY | JUNE 14, 2019

8:00am   Registration for focus day and welcome coffee

CURRENT STATUS OF ISO/PAS 21448 – SAFETY OF THE INTENDED FUNCTIONALITY (SOTIF)
• Overview on the standard
• How to interpret it and apply it
• Roadmap for ISO 21448

For further information go to https://application-iso26262-to-semiconductors-usa.iqpc.com/

08:30am
- 

09:30pm

INTRODUCTION INTO THE STANDARD OF THE INTENDED FUNCTIONALITY – HOW TO INTERPRET SOTIF
• Current ISO/PAS 21448 version
• How to achieve a high level of functional safety for vehicles on SAE level 2
• Future outlook on how safety will look like for highly automated and autonomous vehicles according to SOTIF

Priyank Sharma, Functional Safety Expert – Driver Assistance, Robert Bosch

09:30am 
- 

10:30am

SOTIF VALIDATION TARGETS
The big challenge around SOTIF is how to validate target rates. What are acceptale failure rates for object recognition, for example traffic lights. What target is is necessary but still manageable to 
assure functionality but also ensure critical safety. Which procedures are needed, what tools useful to go about this will be discussed critically and worked on in this workshop.

Prof. Krzyzstof Czarnecki, Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Waterloo

11:00am 
- 

12:00pm

SOTIF AND SENSOR OR LIDAR CHALLENGES – VERIFICATION STANDARDS IN SPIRIT OF ISO26262
Autonomous driving is the future of modern transport. It takes a whole new approach to FuSa as well as loads expertise in environmental recognition. This goes beyond the current scope of expertise of 
most FuSa professionals. However, these functions, whether on a system or item level do have critical safety implications. This workshop will give great insight into V&V best practices with combining 
ISO and SOTIF. 

David LaRue, Technical Fellow, Autonomous Controls, Electrical/Functional Safety, FEV

10:30am  Refreshment break and networking

01:10pm  End of focus day

12:00pm 
- 

01:00pm
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